I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric ceramics are used in a variety of optoelectronic and mechatronic devices due to their pronounced dielectric, optical, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric properties. Mechatronic devices include bending actuators, flow and level control products, nebulizers ͑fluid atomizers͒, ultrasonic transducers, buzzers and ignitors, ultrasonic welding components, superpiezospeakers, microhydraulic transducers, large force/displacement microelectromechanical system ͑MEMS͒ microactuators, 1 and flapping wing actuators of micromechanical flying insects.
2 Optoelectronic applications include periodically poled crystals for frequency conversion, 3 electro-optic Bragg switches, 4 and complex structures used for photonic band gap devices. 5 Material properties are related to domain structures. If one can design or control domain formation, one should be able to take full advantage of ferroelectric materials in fabricating nextgeneration optical and mechatronic devices.
There has been much previous work on modeling multidomain ferroelectric structures. Cao and co-workers have proposed a three-dimensional Landau-Ginzburg model to describe the tetragonal twin microstructures in ferroelectrics, and have studied boundary condition effects on ferroelectric transitions, the influence of dipolar defects on ferroelectric switching, the influence of system size, the effect of surface induced nucleation of ferroelastic domains on polarization switching, and the piezoelectric response of engineered domains. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Nambu and Sagala simulated two-dimensional ͑2D͒ domain structures in ferroelectrics with consideration of multiple dipole-dipole-elastic contributions. 11 Chen and coworker have compared the influence of long-range elastic, dipole, and external field contributions to domain morphology and have examined polarization switching. [12] [13] [14] Bhattacharya and co-worker have developed a potential gradient flow model of ferroelectrics to simulate domain switching, grain boundaries, and defect pinning. 15, 16 In this work we simulate domain average engineering ͑DAE͒ of perovskite ferroelectrics. Domain engineering has been discussed at length [17] [18] [19] [20] and refers to at least two kinds of structural descriptions. The first, domain geometry engineering, is a description including the details of geometrical configurations in space, twinning patterns, and domain wall orientation and positioning. The second, domain average engineering, deals with an average of domain configurations without considering spatial occupation details. Allowable symmetry operations on such structures refer to domain volume fractions and may not bring the local structure back to itself. Group theoretical considerations leading to domain average engineered structures were discussed in a previous study.
21
Reference 21 also derived all possible multidomain structures arising after a ferroelectric transition from the paraelectric Pm3m perovskite structure to the ͓100͔-ordering P4mm structure, the ͓111͔-ordering R3m structure, and the ͓110͔-ordering Amm2 structure. This was done by finding combinations of external fields which induce each multidomain symmetry. Here we simulate a diverse cross section of multidomain symmetries for each of these ordering structures using a mesoscopic phase field model. This model is similar to those in previous studies but also has some important advantages which are discussed Secs. II A and II B. These simulations are done without any inclusion of the symmetries in Ref. 21 . Each multidomain structure is a product only of the external stress/electric fields and the underlying thermodynamics / kinetics.
The outline of the balance of the paper is as follows. Section II A describes our coarse-grained model and an improved simulation strategy. Section II B details some of the numerical issues encountered in simulating DAE and their resolution. Section III A illustrates our simulation methodology on three types of proper ferroelectric perovskite multidomain structures paralleling previous group theoretical derivations. Implications and future work are discussed in Secs. III B and III C.
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II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A. Phase field theory
As an apropos mesoscopic model we have chosen phase field theory, 12 which is based on fundamental principles of thermodynamics and kinetics and which provides a powerful method for predicting the temporal evolution of microstructure. This is done by solving kinetic equations of spatially inhomogeneous order parameters without any prior assumptions of transient microstructure. The phase field, free energy functional is
f P is the Landau-Ginzburg free energy functional for polarization ͑including gradient terms͒,
The ␣ coefficients are related to dielectric stiffness. 22 Higher order terms, gradient terms, and the finite Lagrangian strain tensor would increase accuracy away from the phase transition and at larger strains. Expansions in polarization or strain and their derivatives are automatically generated to an arbitrary order for any of the 230 space groups using ISOTROPY. 23 f c is a coupling term between polarization and strain,
where k i are the electromechanical coupling coefficients. f E is an electric field interaction term,
and f dep is a deopolarization term,
which is discussed further in Sec. II B.
Phase field theory evolves the system's free energy in time using a long-wavelength largest eigenmode formalism. 24 This is synonymous to Langevin dynamics, time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, and the Allen-Cahn equation for nonconserved order parameter evolution. It is a well-established formalism for equilibrium relaxation 12 and has been used frequently on ferroelectrics. These Langevin equations are frequently used to evolve strain, [27] [28] [29] [30] and occasionally Newtonian dynamical equations are used to evolve strain displacements. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] However, it is equally valid to use the Langevin formalism to evolve strain displacements directly. This latter approach implicitly satisfies compatibility constraints 34 and simplifies a real space simulation.
As this approach is different from those reviewed in the Introduction we comment once again on some of its attributes. Most ferroelectric simulations employ instantaneous long-range elastic contributions to the free energy, meaning lattice strains are treated as a secondary order parameter and are obtained via a variational procedure. The displacements are substituted into the kinetic equations for polarization evolution resulting in the so-called "adiabatic approximation" which produces long-range elastic interactions in the free energy and instantaneous mechanical equilibrium. However, it should be clearly understood that in Eqs. ͑7͒ mechanical equilibrium is not enforced at each time step. Strictly speaking, enforced mechanical equilibrium is nonphysical since the real system requires a finite amount of time to relax to mechanical equilibrium. However, as strain modes operate at much faster frequencies than polarization modes, it is common to make this approximation. Equations ͑7͒ remove this approximation by evolving strain displacement with a separate kinetic coefficient. However, the real advantage is they remove the long-range integrals; coupling to mechanical modes occurs naturally through the differential equations or free energy functional during microstructure evolution.
Another attribute of this model is that it is based on the well-known Landau theory of phase transitions 36, 37 which has proven to be a simple yet effective model of mesoscopic phenomena based on symmetry-adapted polynomial expansions in primary and secondary order parameters and their gradients. It has been used frequently in ferroelectric simulations. Some ferroelectric treatments discussed in Sec. I include additional long-range dipole terms or solve Maxwell's equations. Although these studies may capture certain physical phenomena a Landau-based theory cannot, these approaches are not particularly necessary in a study which compares traditional mesoscopic simulations of prototypical ferroelectrics with group theoretical predictions of domain morphology. Additionally, we have found little difference when including these terms for the particular simulations presented here; the gradient terms sufficiently take into account interactions between different regions of the system. We now turn to the methods used to solve this set of differential equations.
B. Numerical implementation
There are several ways to obtain the coefficients for the free energy functional. The most common method is to obtain them from experimental measurements. However, this creates a dependence on empirical accuracy, cripples design efforts, and nullifies predictive power outside experimental ranges. Another way is by first principles calculation which has had encouraging results [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] but is still under development due to approximations when transferring information from a 0 K energy calculation to a finite temperature free energy functional. Phase transition temperatures, for example, can be off by hundreds of Kelvin. 45 Another option for determining potential coefficients is to map out distinct solutions or crystallographic structures for all values of the potential parameters. These maps are called global phase diagrams ͑GPDs͒ and have been discussed in detail for molecular crystals. [46] [47] [48] GPDs are intended to work in conjunction with first principles calculations as a tool for crystal engineering. As we seek to illustrate mesoscopic phenomena for prototypical classes of materials, it is sufficient to find a representative potential for each prototype using the techniques of GPDs. 48 These coefficients are shown in Table I for the types of ferroelectric transitions discussed in Ref. 21 , although coefficients for the ͑a, 0, 0͒ solution have been taken from the literature. 13 Elastic/coupling coefficients are less important in this study and so a single set, shown in Table II , was used in each case.
GPD techniques do not apply to determination of the gradient coefficients, however, which do not alter the crystalline phase but only the microscopic texture. Thus we discuss our technique for their determination. First, taking the functional derivatives in Eq. ͑7͒ reduces the number of gradient coefficients to three, g 11 = G 11 , g 12 = G 12 + G 44 − G 44 Ј , and g 44 = G 44 + G 44 Ј , as shown in Appendix A. Positive gradient coefficients describe penalties associated with changes in the microscopic texture of the material. Thus with increasing magnitude they cause larger domains to form, whose shape depends on the polarization gradients with which they are coupled. Negative gradient coefficients describe penalties for uniformity in texture and so are unphysical. Estimates of the magnitude of these coefficients can be found in the literature, but for our purposes we modify these values slightly to accommodate finite size effects in our simulation box.
Ideally DAE takes place in an infinite single crystal since the initial state postulated by DAE should have equal domain volume fractions and zero total polarization. This is impossible since any numerical treatment must use finite computational cells which typically produce somewhat unequal domain volume fractions. We adopt two measures to overcome this deficiency. ͑1͒ Scale the gradient coefficients ͑g's͒ so domain sizes are smaller than typical ferroelectrics. This is computationally justifiable since it is tantamount to an increased coarse graining of the mesoscopic model and using fewer mesh points in each domain. From this perspective domain sizes do not shrink but rather the size of the single crystal increases. It is physically justified because in a fast quench kinetic regime thermal motion effectively weakens these coefficients such that smaller domain structures are produced before being frozen in place. ͑2͒ A depolarization term is added to the free energy functional as mentioned in Sec. II A to maintain the net polarization of the crystal approximately near zero. Our treatment of depolarization does this in such a way as to equalize domain volume fractions as much as possible. It begins by postulating an overall depolarizing electric field proportional to the weighted sum of all other domain solution directions,
where d indexes the possible domains for a given solution type, d is a unit vector in that specific domain orientation ͑i.e., ͓100͔,͓010͔,¼ for the tetragonal prototype͒, and
which is the number of polarizations most closely oriented along the polarization direction of a given domain d. The i To use group theoretical guidance we must symmetry adapt our potential to space group irreducible representations ͑IRs͒. We apply a symmetry transformation matrix T J to the strain tensor, e = T J · , such that, using the notation of Ref. 
where ⍀ is the computational volume and ‫ץ‬⍀ the boundary. A typical run from the paraelectric cubic phase uses periodic boundary conditions in strain and polarization. During DAE, however, polarization is periodic but applied strain is applied to the boundaries as if the simulation supercell were equal to the sample size. This quasiperiodicity is meant to most nearly approach larger simulation sizes and realistic systems. Although polarization, like strain, is a phenomenon resulting ultimately from atomic displacements, these modes operate at different time scales than strain 11 and would ideally require different time steps and kinetic coefficients. However, as we seek only to illustrate certain DAE phenomena, we have simplified our treatment for now by setting ⌫ P = ⌫ u and use equal time steps for both types of order parameter. For the system of partial differential equations in Eqs. ͑7͒, finite differences and simple explicit Euler integration are used with ⌬x = 0.3 and ⌬t = 0.001 or 0.0001. Taking the functional derivatives leads to the equations shown in Appendix A. As the random force i op exerts a negligible effect at low temperatures and does not affect the late stages of time evolution we henceforth omit it as has been done elsewhere.
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III. RESULTS
A. Domain average engineering
With these numerical details established we give a brief introduction to DAE, the subject of this work. Briefly, DAE considers a phase transition where the crystalline structure changes from a high-symmetry group G to a low-symmetry group H ʚ G. G can be decomposed into cosets,
where g i are coset representatives and define n equivalent domains associated with this phase transition. Let us denote each domain volume fraction by i . The action of an operator g G on a domain volume fraction results in a transformation from one domain to another,
Let us write the n domain volume fractions as = ͑ 1 , 2 , ... , n ͒. The action of g on results in a permutation of the elements of . The set of all distinct transformations of forms a permutation group P. Multidomain symmetry consists of operators g which are mapped onto one of the subgroups of P. Since P is a finite group, the number of possible subgroups is also finite and therefore the number of possible symmetries of multidomain structures is finite. Finding the most general form of for all operators in each subgroup of P which leave invariant produces the multidomain symmetry groups. For example, suppose = ͑a , a , a , b , b , b͒. This means domains 1, 2, and 3 are present in equal volume fractions and domains 4, 5, and 6 in equal volume fractions but that a b. The subgroup of P pertaining to this structure consists of all operators g which leave invariant. We use this multidomain volume fraction notation ͓i.e., = ͑a , a , a , b , b , b͔͒ when considering three types of multidomain symmetries: the ͓100͔-ordering P4mm structure, the ͓111͔-ordering R3m structure, and the ͓110͔-ordering Amm2 structure. These are all ⌫-point phase transitions from the Pm3m phase and so retain the same unit cell. The incipient phase is created by small displacements in the named ordering directions resulting in the spontaneous ferroelectric polarization. The incipient multidomain structure occurs because this displacement is degenerate and could happen in a number of distinct directions. The following three sections discuss each of these cases.
†100 ‡-ordering structures
For the Pm3m → P4mm transition, the symmetry is broken by a ⌫ 4 − space group IR and an ͑a ,0,0͒ order parameter ͑OP͒ direction with six possible energetically equivalent domains. The labelings of the domains follow that of Ref. 21 , which are 1 ͑a ,0,0͒, 2 ͑−a ,0,0͒, 3 ͑0,0,a͒, 4 ͑0,0,−a͒, 5 ͑0,a ,0͒, and 6 ͑0,−a ,0͒. Reference 21 shows that there are 12 possible multidomain structures for such materials. In Table III we have selected 5 of the 12 possible structures. The "Domain set" column shows constants such as a, b, and c which again represent volume fractions of each domain.
TABLE IV. 5 of the 17 possible distinct multidomain sets for ferroelectric ordering along ͓111͔.
Domain set
Group The "Group" column gives the point group of the multidomain structure after the convention of Ref. 21 . Columns 3-5 give the space group IRs of the external fields and their directions that lead to the domain average engineered structure. The "Connected set" column gives those domains that are equivolume, such as ͑1,2,5,6͒ in the previous example and is discussed in detail in Ref. 21 . Figure 1 shows simulations of the multidomain structures given in Table III . The previous equidomain structure is on the far left. Evolved multidomain structures after application of external fields labeled by space group IR and OP direction are on the right. As discussed in Sec. II B, an external electric field has the symmetry of the ⌫ 4 − IR while compressive and shear stresses have the ⌫ 3 + and ⌫ 5 + space group symmetries. In a bar plot near each structure is shown the volume fractions of each of the six domains, numbered from the top. Each domain volume fraction is labeled by that predicted by multidomain group theory. 21 The agreement is generally good, although many volume fractions that should be equal according to group theory are only approximately equal. This is because the size of the simulation cell, 64 ϫ 64ϫ 64, is occasionally comparable to domain size creating artificial boundary effects.
The domain sizes/shapes in this fast quench regime do not always resemble those based on equilibrium experimental conditions or simulations. As discussed, it is impossible, given the size of the simulation box, to achieve the domain volume fraction predicted group theoretically using equilibrium simulations lengths. For this reason this work focuses on the fast quench regime and postpones full equilibrium runs to a later study. When we have let our simulation times approach a greater degree of equilibrium, we have achieved patterns similar to other equilibrium ferroelectric simulations.
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In Sec. II B we also discussed how even with a depolarization term the domain volume fractions in the nonengineered multidomain ferroelectric have somewhat unequal domains. This is shown in Fig. 2 for the ͓100͔-ordering structure. To emphasize the changes in the domain volume fractions in the engineered samples we have normalized all volume fractions by this initial ratio. This gives exactly equal domains for the initial cube in Fig. 1 with a magnitude of 1. This practice has been followed in ͓111͔-and ͓110͔-ordering structures as well. When engineering the domains the depolarization term is not included. If it were included, however, we would expect little variation in our results since the depolarization term only approximately equalizes domain volumes as apparent in Fig. 2. 
†111 ‡-ordering structures
For the Pm3m → R3m transition, the symmetry is broken by a ⌫ 4 − space group IR and an ͑a , a , a͒ OP direction with eight possible energetically equivalent domains. The labelings of the domains are 1 ͑a , a , a͒, 2 ͑a ,−a ,−a͒, 3 ͑−a , a , −a͒, 4 ͑−a ,−a , a͒, 5 ͑−a ,−a ,−a͒, 6 ͑−a , a , a͒, 7 ͑a ,−a , a͒, and 8 ͑a , a ,−a͒. Table IV shows distinct volume fractions for ferroelectric ordering along ͓111͔ for 5 of the 17 possible multidomain structures. Figure 3 shows simulations for these types of domain patterns. A 64ϫ 64ϫ 64 simulation cell was again used so finite size effects partly come into play, although the agreement between theory and simulation is quite good overall. 
†110 ‡-ordering structures
For the Pm3m → Amm2 transition, the symmetry is broken by a ⌫ 4 − space group IR and an ͑a , a ,0͒ OP direction with twelve possible energetically equivalent domains. The labelings of the domains are 1 ͑a , a ,0͒, 2 ͑a ,−a ,0͒, 3 ͑−a , a ,0͒, 4 ͑−a ,−a ,0͒, 5 ͑a ,0,a͒, 6 ͑a ,0,−a͒, 7 ͑−a ,0, −a͒, 8 ͑−a ,0,a͒, 9 ͑0,a , a͒, 10 ͑0,−a ,−a͒, 11 ͑0,a ,−a͒, and 12 ͑0,−a , a͒. Table V shows possible multidomain symmetries for ferroelectric ordering along ͓110͔ for 5 of the 22 possible multidomain structures. Figure 4 shows the corresponding simulations for these types of domain patterns. Here a 96ϫ 96ϫ 96 simulation cell was used because of the larger number of possible domains. Thus smaller-looking domains are mostly a result of larger system size. Overall, the agreement with theory is quite encouraging, except for structure 2 ȳz which should have seven distinct domain sizes. Instead domain sizes d, e and f, g appear roughly equal. This appears to be again an artifact of finite system size, especially considering the large number of distinct domains required in the Pm3m → Amm2 case and the good agreement for the previous two cases with smaller numbers of total domains. Figures 1, 3, and 4 show encouraging results regarding the accuracy of group theoretically derived maps of possible multidomain structures in perovskite ferroelectrics. Without any reference to these maps, mesoscopic simulations using combinations of external fields have reproduced predicted symmetries. This represents a significant step in our understanding of mathematical symmetry in complex ceramic structures. Figures 1, 3 , and 4 also suggest that the multiorder parameter evolution strategy for ferroelectrics may be more efficient than simulations employing instantaneous mechanical equilibrium. Further testing employing realistic materials will be used to verify this.
B. Discussion
The simulation methodology described above has been incorporated in a program ͑DOMAINS͒ which is freely available and can describe bulk systems, thin films, and clusters. TABLE V. 5 of the 22 possible distinct multidomain sets for ferroelectric ordering along ͓110͔. Only nonzero contributions of the order parameters are shown in columns 3-5.
Set
Group ͑a , b , a , b , b , a , a , b , c , c , d , e͒ m yz m x 2 ȳz ͑0,a ,−a͒
FIG. 4. ͑Color online͒ Distinct ͑a , a ,0͒-type structures.
As a possible application of DOMAINS is the processing of MEMS components with small dimensions and nonperiodic boundary conditions; we have avoided spectral methods to numerically solve the differential equations although this is typically the method of choice because of fast Fourier transforms. This real space method allows any type of boundary condition for polarization ͑charge injected, clamped, periodic͒ and strain. Part of the power of phase field theory is that it describes the essential characteristics of microstructure with efficient algebraic expansions. Its limitations are that it is a mean field theory and so lacks interpolarization unit correlations ͑each mesoscopic unit assigned a polarization is not instantaneously interacting with all other polarization units but only their average͒. Also, its range of validity is limited to near the phase transition, although this can be improved by adding higher order terms to the expansion. The types of symmetries attainable in the emerging phases are limited to those found in the potential ͑i.e., antiferroelectric transitions are impossible unless these X point symmetry terms are added to the polarization expansion͒. To obtain information far from the transition temperature, such as during phase diagram construction, phase field theory must be supplemented with Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics simulations, or lowtemperature expansions.
To further test simultaneous order parameter evolution, DOMAINS is being extended to multiferroics such that ferroelastic transitions compete with and preempt ferroelectric transitions. 50 Extending to ferromagnetics 51 would also lead to applications to other multiferroics such as magnetoelectrics. 52 Other long term extensions might be to ferroelectric nanodomains useful in quantum dot ferroelectric random access memories ͑FRAMs͒ or atomic holographic optical storage.
C. Conclusion
Encouraging agreement has been observed between a theoretical derivation of possible multidomain structures of three ferroelectric transitions and simulated results. Such transitions occur in many perovskite oxides such as BaTiO 3 ͓͑100͔ ordering͒, PZN-PT ͓͑111͔ ordering͒, and KNbO 3 ͓͑110͔ ordering͒, and may be systematically applied to such materials in the future. Furthermore, a hybrid multiorder parameter evolution strategy has been used to model threedimensional structures, differing from most previous ferroelectric studies that treat two-dimensional crystals. The group theoretical enumeration of all possible multidomain structures and its numerical validation are needed for high precision domain engineering and are vital to a "bottom-up" micro-and nanotechnology materials design approach to achieve macroscopic materials with precise properties.
